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Abstract. Big data brings new challenges to knowledge discovery. The value of the big
data lies in the complex structure of large data networks based on data correlation between
established inherence in knowledge. In this paper, under the philosophical thought of hu-
man beings’ cognition, attribute partial ordered structure diagram is applied to knowledge
discovery. First, radar charts are used to express 80 samples of near-infrared (NIR) spec-
tral data. Then, these radar charts’ feature information is extracted in order to construct
formal context. Finally, attribute partial ordered structure diagram is generated accord-
ing to its corresponding formal context under its algorithm principle. It is proved that
attribute partial ordered structure diagram can clearly show relations between attributes
and objects, and attributes and attributes. This kind of diagram has better visual effects.
The paper shows that the attribute partial ordered structure diagram is an effective tool
for NIR spectral data’s knowledge discovery and provides a new method for big data anal-
ysis.
Keywords: Knowledge discovery, Attribute partial ordered structure diagram, Near-
infrared spectral data

1. Introduction. Formal concept analysis was proposed by German Professor Wille in
1982 [1]. It is an effective mathematical tool using formal context to generate concept
lattice for data analysis. This theory has been successfully applied to knowledge discovery,
data mining, machine learning, software engineering, information retrieval and visualiza-
tion areas and so on [2]. However, due to complex relations among concepts, there are
many cross lines in concept lattice, especially when dealing with large formal context [3].
Hong et al. proposed attribute partial ordered structure diagram which is based on the
formal concept analysis [4]. Luan et al. used the theory for social classification and pat-
tern recognition [5]. Liu et al. applied it to knowledge discovery of classical prescriptions
[6]. In this paper, attribute partial ordered structure diagram is used for near-infrared
(NIR) spectral data analysis and knowledge discovery. This kind of diagram has better vi-
sual effects. And it is an effective tool and new method for NIR spectral data’s knowledge
discovery. First, authors try to express the NIR data by radar chart and extract feature
information of the radar charts. Then, formal context is constructed with the feature
information. Finally, under the philosophical view of human cognition, the corresponding
attribute partial ordered structure diagram is generated for data analysis.
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2. NIR Spectral Data. When NIR light shines on the hydrogen-containing groups
(such as C-H, N-H, S-H, O-H) of the substance, these groups will stretch, swing and do
other group movements. So the substance can generate characteristic absorption in near
infrared region. In other words, after absorbing or reflecting NIR light, NIR spectroscopy
with the information of substance is obtained. Different substance has different molecu-
lar structure, composite state and other information, which leads to specific absorption
characteristics in NIR spectroscopy. All of these above provide a theoretical basis for the
analysis of NIR spectroscopy [8].

In this paper, the NIR spectroscopy data contains 80 samples of corn’s NIR spec-
troscopy. The wavelength ranges from 1100 nm to 2498 nm. And the data point is
obtained every 2 nm [11]. That is to say, there are 700 points in each sample. Figure 1
shows the spectrum of the NIR spectral data in this paper.

Figure 1. The NIR spectrum of 80 samples

3. Radar Chart of NIR Spectroscopy and Feature Extraction. Multi-dimensional
radial coordinate chart, also known as radar chart, is one of early multivariate statistical
charts. Due to its simple drawing and intuitive expression, it is widely used in data
analysis [3]. Classic drawing of a radar chart has 4 steps:

(1) Draw a circle, and then put the circle into p equal parts;
(2) Connect center of the circle to the points on the circumference. Then p radiuses are

obtained and define them as p coordinate axis and mark them with appropriate scale;
(3) For a given group data, put the p index value onto the corresponding axis, and then

they are connected together to polygon with p sides;
(4) For n groups of data, n polygons with p sides can be got.
Radar chart of the first sample is drawn by Matlab in Figure 2.
High-dimensional data can be expressed in structured way through radar chart, which

contains both figure information and features of figures.
Feature extraction is the process of mapping (or transforming) high-dimensional data

to low-dimensional data [3]. High-dimensional data can lead to “dimension disaster”
and it brings great challenges to data processing. High-dimensional data can be easily
submerged useful data in useless data. Therefore, the basic task of feature extraction is
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Figure 2. Radar chart of the first sample

to distinguish those most representative and most effective features from many features
and give up the redundant ones.

Multiple chart features include local features and overall features. The former includes
the partition area ratio, adjacent amplitude ratio, and symmetry. The latter includes
orientation, area, and center of gravity vector and location information. Next, overall
features are discussed as follows.

Area feature is the information of evaluating the overall quality of radar chart. It is
a function of quantitative information. Contributions of quantitative information to the
whole information are different.

Some variables of information are too large or too small and they are not the optimal
ones. According to such a situation, the concepts of monotonic function and interval
function are established. Monotonic function refers to the ones that the effect of input
variables on the overall quality is monotonic. Interval function refers to the ones that the
contribution of the input variables to the whole quality is positive within certain range.

For the area features, it can be calculated by the method of triangle area and sector
area. As is shown in Figure 3, the related symbols are: the area is S, the ray is ri the
radians is wi and the dimension is n. The triangular area is called graphical features (the
dimension and the original features are the same) and the area of polygon is called total
area graphical features (the dimension is 1).

(a) Principle of triangle area (b) Principle of sector area (c) The extraction of radar
chart’s direction

Figure 3. Principle of triangle area and sector area
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(1) The method of monotonic function for calculating area:

S =
∑n

i=1
Si (1)

Triangle area:

Si =
1

2
riri+1 sin wi (2)

Sector area:
Si = wiπr2

i (3)

(2) The method of interval function for calculating area:
Here the optimum value of quantitative and qualitative information is the center area

Scenter. If the input values are out of this value’s interval, ∆S is subtracted from Scenter.
∆S is produced by ∆ri = rcenter − ri. In this way, the contribution to the whole quality
of interval function can be expressed correctly. The method is as follows:

Si = Scenter − ∆S (4)

Triangle area:

∆S =
1

2
|∆ri|ri+1 sin wi, ∆ri = rcenter − ri (5)

Sector area:
∆S = wiπ|∆ri|2, ∆rcenter − ri (6)

The direction feature of radar chart includes maximum direction, minimum direction
and so on. For an n-dimensional radar chart, there are n encoding directions and each
direction. So each direction matches with a unique direction. Each n-dimensional radar
chart’s direction can be represented with a certain symbol of a string of length n. For ex-
ample, the maximum direction or the minimum direction of a radar chart can be expressed
by a symbol.

Figure 3(c) shows the extraction of radar chart’s direction. The 8-dimension (x1, x2, . . .,
x8) radar chart’s direction feature is ABCDEFGH. So the maximum direction is G and
the minimum is H.

In this paper, Matlab 2009b is used to extract the 80 NIR samples features including
total area, maximum and its direction, minimum and its direction.

4. The Formal Context. Let K = {U,M, I} be a formal context, where U represents
a set of objects, M represents a set of attributes and I is the relationship between U and
M . Usually, a formal context can be expressed by a table. The row of the table represents
objects and the column represents attributes. If an object has a certain attribute, the
crossing cell of the object and attribute can be marked with 1, otherwise marked with 0.

After discerning the features of the radar charts, the formal context of the NIR data is
calculated as Table 1. In Table 1, s1 to s4 represent 4 equal parts of the total area, M1

to M4 represent 4 equal parts of the maximum value, m1 to m4 represent 4 equal parts
of the minimum value, I1 to I3 represent 3 equal parts of maximum direction and i1 to i3
represent 3 equal parts of minimum direction.

5. Attribute Partial Ordered Structure Diagram. Attribute shows the feature of
all kinds of things. Common attribute which exists in all objects shows the common
expression. Unique attribute which can distinguish something from others shows the
personality. From the perspective of human cognitive model, a hierarchical graph called
attribute partial ordered structure diagram which contains attributes and objects can be
constructed [7].

In Figure 4, there are two axes in the graph, one represents attributes and the other
represents objects. While on the object coordinate, those near the origin of coordinates
represent similarities, and those away from the origin represent personalities.
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Table 1. Formal context of the NIR data

s1 s2 s3 s4 M1 M2 M3 M4 m1 m2 m3 m4 I1 I2 I3 i1 i2 i3
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
9 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
10 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
...
78 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
79 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
80 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Figure 4. Philosophical principle of knowledge discovery

This kind of diagram puts common things near to the origin and personalized things
away from the origin. From the perspective of cognition, relations among attributes show
the structure and relations among objects express similarity. It is easier to recognize and
distinguish objects from the view of the similarity.

According to the generation method of partial ordered structure diagram, the attribute
partial ordered structure diagram of the NIR data is generated as shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, it can be easily seen that the samples are clustered to 2 parts. They are the
objects under the attribute a14 and a17. In the third layer, it can be seen that the objects
are clustered into 4 bunches. The first bunch shows objects from o1 to o33 under the
attribute a17 and the corresponding samples are {10, 17, 19, 52, 53, 60, 21, 34, 3, 4, 9,
2, 70, 20, 23, 24, 33, 59, 64, 67, 31, 37, 40, 66, 13, 56, 68, 5, 7, 8, 11, 16, 77}; the second
bunch shows the objects from o34 to o48 under the attribute a18 and the corresponding
samples are {48, 51, 71, 76, 78, 80, 49, 50, 72, 74, 42, 54, 55, 46, 47}; the third bunch
shows the objects from o54 to o63 under the attribute a19 and the corresponding samples
are {14, 32, 58, 61, 38, 39, 1, 25}; the fourth bunch shows the objects from o64 to o72

under the attribute a15 and the corresponding samples are {18, 22, 35, 63, 62, 69, 57, 6,
36}.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Attribute partial ordered structure diagram of the NIR data
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Traditional methods such as BP neural network need mounts of training sets to ensure
the correctness; K-means must give the number of clusters in advance; support vector
machines (SVM)’s visual effects are not that good.

6. Conclusion. In this paper, authors apply attribute partial ordered structure diagram
to NIR spectral data’s knowledge discovery. Radar chart is used to express NIR spectral
data. These radar charts’ feature information is extracted in order to construct formal
context. It is proved that attribute partial ordered structure diagram can clearly show
relations between attributes and objects, and attributes and attributes. This kind of
diagram has clear structure, no cross lines and good visual effects. The paper shows that
attribute partial ordered structure diagram is an effective tool for knowledge discovery of
NIR spectral data and provides a new method for big data analysis.
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